October 2014
Buy, Buy, Buy, Sell, Sell, Sell, It's mini-bourse time! Bring those duplicates from your
collection and bring your money to spend. We'll set up tables in a horseshoe. It's always a
good idea to have treats at your table to attract lookers. Everyone loves a little Chocolate.
October is nomination time for Club Officers. Don't stay home for fear of being
nominated; we won't nominate anyone without their permission first. However, do
consider running for an office. New board members translates to new ideas. If you are
interested in running for an office stand up during nomination time.
Last month's speaker was John Kane of Coins and Curiosities. John spoke about cleaned
coins. It was a very informative and interesting talk. Coins and Curiosities is located at
1010 E New Haven Ave in downtown Melbourne. John's deals in gold, silver, platinum and
rare coins and currency. Stop by and tell him you enjoyed his talk and read about him in
our Newsletter.
In September we only brought in $ 50.00 in raffle money, so were are limited to three coins
this month, plus the trivia prize.
1. 2014 1 Once Silver Panda
2. SBCC ½ Once Silver Medallion
3. 2006 D ICG MS 67 Sacagawea Dollar
4. 2006 P ICG MS 67 Sacagawea Dollar---Trivia
We had lots of interesting Show and Tells again.
Howie showed us two 1965 Austrian proof silver coins with low mintages, 67,000 and
37,000 each.
Neal shared an article about the SS Central America and also showed us the Fun Topics
Magazine from the FUN Show which mentioned several member's show and tells including
Neal's.

Martin's show and tell was a 2013 $5 silver Proof Color Printed Domed Coin from the
Australian Mint. The coin depicts the Southern Sky Pavo constellation which is 19.9 light
years away. Martin also brought a picture of his recent purchase of a specialized coin
collectors protective locking display case also known as a toolbox.
Our September trivia question: The buffalo nickel was minted between 1913 thru 1938.
There were three years which they were not minted, name them. Stan had the correct
answer. 1922, 1932, & 1933. We should point out that since Stan looks through rolls and
rolls of nickels from the bank just for fun, he had an unfair advantage.
John Shea, Secretary. SBCC
southbrevardcoinclub@gmail.com
Next meeting Wednesday, October 1, 2014; doors open at 6:00 p.m.; meeting at 7:00 p.m.

